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1. Introduction*
During the 17th and 18th century naval expansion became important for European states with an
ambition to act as great powers in European politics. Participation in this race towards a position in
(Northern) Europe had a prize; the capital needed and the supply of both skilled and unskilled
labour was high. There was a need of production facilities of a certain standard and a bureaucracy
with a degree of professionalism. The states with a capability to face those standards were at the
time not the old maritime states in Europe with a long tradition in naval warfare. Instead this
became a competition between the forerunners in the state building process in Europe. The strong
state was a precondition for the possibility to reach a position in the European concurrence. One
important skill that divided the states in this competition was the capacity to mould cannons at a
large scale. Some states in the 17th and 18th century could meet this standard others failed. Among
the states that took the lead in this expansion were Portugal, England, France, Denmark-Norway
and Sweden. Sweden was an early exporter of cannons.1 Naval cities became important nodes in
this concurrence between the states, and in the state building process. A number of naval cities like
Chatham, Portsmouth, Lorient, Brest, Toulon and Kronstadt expanded at the time, cities that
increased during war and decreased with more peaceful times. All those cities were heavily
dependent on state financing.2 Karlskrona was one example among those expanding naval cities.
The naval cities that developed in early modern time had some characteristics that are of special
interest. Those cities could not be supplied only from the surrounding rural area, the naval city had
to be in constant contact with a much wider area in order to supply the city, the shipyard and the
fleet. Naval city had as many other cities higher up in the countries city hierarchy an inflow of
skilled people, lawyers, doctors, merchants and administrators. Another variable that hade to be
considered was the number of skilled technicians and engineers present in this environment. These
cities were also a meeting place between local burghers and state power. Those tendencies were
probably stronger in the naval city compared to other early modern cities at the time.3 To use two
anachronistic concepts, the naval city was an ”entrepreneurial city” in its time and a place for the
”creative class”. People with certain skills were driven to this kind of city by a combination of force
and peoples own ambitions to take advantage of the possibilities opened up at places like this.
The aim of the investigation presented in this paper concern the problem related to how the state at
the time could carry out and supply the need connected to the expanding Swedish fleet. One side of
this problem concern the technical skill and capability to organise production at a large scale,
another side is how this process of change effected and confronted older structures of relations in
* This investigation is part of a bigger reaserch project presented in a book, Pest, produktion och politik, studier i
statsbildning och den tidigmoderna örlogsstadens historia, Mackadam 2012 (Plague, production, politics, studies in
state formation and the history of early modern Naval city).
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the society. Finally did this bold venture result in any kind of long term effect for a growing modern
industrial landscape. This interest in the effects of the early modern concentration on naval
expansion could also, on a more general level, be expressed as an interest for the ”modern”
elements in the early modern and the relation between a military authoritarian past and the modern
society. One way of carry out investigations like this is to use a theoretical perspective including
concepts like ”proto industrialisation” or ”early industry”. But concepts like these have been
criticised for the lack of focus on the societal context. Concepts as ”developing block” or
”complementary” have then been used to meet this kind of critique.4 The debate how suitable these
concepts is when it comes to explaining the industrialisation process is comprehensive and it is not
possible to discuss this topic in a deeper way. The aim here is more limited and I will not cover the
research discussion in this field. I would like to open for a discussion if and where appropriate how
military production during the time of Sweden as a Great Power have resulted in a modern
industrialisation landscape. For that purpose the concept large scale production will be used. An
interesting approach in this debate about industrialisation patterns has put the light on the capability
to create strong institutions as a precondition for industrialisation, which is of interest for this
investigation.5
The focus in this investigation is not directed towards the production of guns, armour and more
obvious military material. Instead the production of more ordinary gods in form of bread and liquor
will be investigated. I have used the slang word booze in the title. What we are dealing with hear
are different types of drinks, mainly the production of liquor but also a discussion between
representatives for the fleet and the city inhabitants about what in Swedish is called ”dricka”, a beer
like drink.

2. Why breed and ”booze”?
When it comes to land based armies and the supply of bread, this topic is well investigated. Martin
Van Creveld has discussed the huge supply problems for early moderns armies. Still during the
Napoleon war a major strategy was to live on what could be taken from the conquered land, the
armies could not be supported from the home base. This strategy had its problems, for instance how
to handle logistic problems and warehousing.6 The Swedish historian Jan Lindegren has estimated
the need for food for Charles XII:s Norway war 1718, with 40 000 man, to 2 050 000 Swedish
”lispund”, which in modern figures is nearly 17,5 tons of food. The food for the 27 000 horses
uncounted. In this case 60 % of the bread involved in the food had to come from the home country.
Christer Kuvaja has investigated the supply problem that meet the Russian army during the Nordic
war 1700-21.7 Also in the later case, with figures that challenge our imagination.
The meaning of bread could be expressed in another way. In august 1710 the Swedish fleet picked
up a roamer from a merchant who had been in Danzig. According to that roamer a great number of
soldiers were gathering in the city and that the Danes had ordered two million bread to be baked
and delivered fourteen days later.8 It seems as it was this number of ordered bread that materialised
the Danish treat and made it understandable.
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Bread provided for the main part of the energy in the soldiers food. An investigation, a rough
calculation, over the energy content in food for the Swedish main army that marched towards
Norway 1718 indicates that almost 55% of the energy intake came from bread. And for the smaller
part of the army that attacked Norway from the north, the intake of energy from bread represented
almost 64 %. The main part of the bread produced for the army was a compact and dry rye bread,
called ”succarie” bread, a kind of compact biscuit.9 Those numbers is thrilling and it challenges our
imagination: how was in possible to produce and transport those volumes and how to get control
over the production in a way that the military ambitions could be reached?
The case described so far concerned the army, What about the supply of the fleet. The fleet had, at a
even larger extend, to be supplied from the home base. Figures picked up from lists of equipment
for the Swedish war ships could give us an imagination of volumes needed. One war ship, Wasa,
loaded 59 000 kg bread, over 13 000 litre of bear, almost 9 500 litre of Swedish liquor and over 5
000 litre of French liquor. Al the other ships were registered for about the same volumes.10 In the
year 1689 the Swedish fleet consisted of 39 ships of different size with a total crew of 12 425
man.11

3. From home brewing and small scale baking to production at large scale
The Swedish naval base Karlskrona was established 1680 in the former east Denmark, conquered
from Denmark 1658. The city was founded on an island in the archipelago named Trossö, at the
time only one farmer lived at the island. During the first ten years burghers from the near by town
Ronneby was forced or enticed to move to Karlskrona. The main purpose was to contribute to the
building of a naval city and a shipyard.
For this first period the Admiralty had to relay on the cooperation of these burghers for both baking
and brewing. This production was mainly on commission, meal could be picked up at the naval
storehouse and baked bread was delivered back. Then the money should be regulated between
producers and the navy. These procedures took its time and it was not without conflict, the contrary
was more common. Protocols from the town court during the 1680s and 1690s are full of evidence
of disputes, conflicts and problematic affaires around baking and brewing. It is obvious that the
burghers were aware of their important position in this process. Even trade with a small quantity of
bread or brewed products could be an opportunity for a burgher to start discussing the meaning of
different privileges, or to start questioning the volume of ordered goods. In other cases the quality
of delivered goods from the warehouses were questioned. Hardly one session at the court went on
without the naval representatives presence caused by a conflict concerning baking or brewing.12
Meal was hard currency and the trade and baking had to be supervised. When the Swedish army
had taken over the town and garrison Kristianopel north of Karlskrona from the Danes 1669 the
regulation around meal and bread was one problem to solve. The sources reveal how small portions
of grain were delivered to the burghers who used small hand mills to produce meal and then bake
the bread. The mills in the burghers home was sealed when not in use and only opened by a custom
servant or a soldier. The amount of bread from each volume of grain was controlled and recipe for
the best bread was spread from the military to the burghers.13 This was a form of small production
with complicated administrative and secure problems.
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The Admiralty with its ambition in the Baltic Sea could not have been satisfied with the situation.
To some extent the expansion of the Swedish fleet was in the hands of dealing conscious burghers.
It is likely that this situation was discussed at the admiralty: how to get control over the production,
how to increase the production and how o secure delivery of those strategic goods.
Supply for the war ships was not the only problem, it was also about supply for the soldiers and
boatswains that constantly was arriving or leaving the naval base. Groups of boatswain up to ten or
twenty arriving to Karlskrona was something common, the arrival of groups of hundred was not
rare. Sometimes groups of one or two thousand man arrived after marching for days. In the autumn
1710 the Admiralty in Karlskrona discussed how to take care of the 778 soldiers that had just
arrived after marching for eight days. Major Silversparre reported that he was standing just outside
the town with a contingent and that the men had neither shoes nor stockings.14 This situation meant
huge stress for the navy and for the town, but it was also an opportunity for the burghers to make
business with the admiralty.
During the period studied here the admiralty always complained over lack of money. There were
always a problem with paying soldiers, officers and boatswains in real cash. This was more obvious
then else during times of crises, like for instance the plague year 1710-12.15 One way of dealing
with this problem was to offer food instead of money, something that became common during the
plague year. The sources reveal that it seems as the navy always could provide food for men and
families under the admiralty, at least at a minimum standard.16 An interesting question, not further
discussed here, is if the Naval city, or more precise the Admiralty in crises could provide a basic
”well fare system” on a another level then for instance rural areas or other small towns.
Several different cases indicate that food could be offered to recompense for default of payment or
other obligations that the navy could not accomplish. This means that somehow the navy succeeded
to fill its warehouses with food. It is not likely that dealing and trading with the burghers according
to the situation in the 1680s and 1690s alone could provide for the quantities needed. It is more
likely that the navy had managed to take control over some of the main production lines.
The situation outside the naval base, in the town, was probably a lot harder and it is obvious that the
navy first of al looked after its own personal and only at rare occasions and under the pressure of a
severe crises could agree to support the inhabitants in the town.17
3.1. Large scale baking
At the end of the 17th century a crown bakery was founded on military property and in the 1730s a
larger facility was established.18 Account from the year 1752 and 1754 could be used to exemplify
the capacity of the bakery. For September 1752 there are 17 days notified as working days in the
bakery. The common figure for each day is 100 000 ”dice” of ”succarie” bread, the lowest figure is
76 506 dice. For the same month 1754 there is 23 work days registered and a common figure is 80
000 dice, but for some single days the production went down to 20 000 or 40 000 dice. Besides the
baking of this kind of biscuits a loaf of black bread called ”anchor-stock” was produced. The
production of this bread was for September, the years mentioned above, 14 993 and 5 079 pieces.19
14
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The Source from the bakery reveals how systematic the admiralty handled production issues. Large
scale test baking were performed, there were instructions how to bake, tables for handling different
volumes was used and there were strict security instructions for how to transport and handling over
the raw material and how to secure the finished products. Every link in this chain was completed
bye written documents.20
The meal needed was mainly produced at Malmö mill and transported, by sea or over land, to
Karlskrona. Which means a transport length at 205 km over land. Controlling the transports,
together with unfair competition, seems to have been a problematic link in this chain of the
production. There was complains about illegal transportations from the rural areas in to the town,
merchants could buy the meal before it had reached the town and there was dealing with meal in the
harbour. Merchants in the nearby town Ronneby, which had lost its town privilege when the naval
city was founded, was accused for handling with meal from the ships that was passing on its way
from the southern parts of Sweden towards Karlskrona.21
The struggle over mills and monopoly over the milling process has a long history. This was a
struggle over resources between different main figures in the local community and the state. The
mills have often been used as a symbol representing power and richness.22 In this sense trying to
control the mills in an area was to involve in a well-known structural conflict. Trying to control this
link in the production must have been of severe importance for the admiralty.
The year 1731 an inventory of the river (Lyckebyån) just outside Karlskrona was made on initiative
of the Swedish parliament. A map that was a result of that inventory shows several minor mills
along the river and one crown mill. Other sources from 1704 reveals two crown mills along the
river. Preserved accounts from those two mills shows that the supply of meal for the mills came in
small quantities from peasants in the immediate surroundings.23
Later on a drawing of a bigger mill from 1715 with six millstones reveals that something important
have taken place at the outflow of the river. The drawing was made after a renewing of the mill.
Drawings from the renovation of the dam 1772 that was part of this facility complete the picture of
more advanced approach towards mills.24 This plant with its dam was constructed with a work force
consisted of boatswains and soldiers from the shipyard.25
The crown mill was a complex project. Capital for the project came from the state and the facility
was then least to an entrepreneur. Though the technical system was still under supervision of the
navy. Protocols from inspections shows how, the chief shipbuilder at the time Sheldon, made those
controls and at other time a ”mecanicus” from the ship yard could perform the inspection.
According to these protocols the project was followed by technical problems and it is not plausible
that the mill ever worked in the way it was intended. A repeating problem concerned the third mill
stone which did not work properly and there where other examples of ”twin stones” that did not
20
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work as it was intended. At one time the control resulted in a remark with the meaning that the
holder of the mill did not had the mathematical competence to handle and understand the technique
with cogwheels used in the mill.26 The control was in the hands of the navy, but at some occasions
special competence was needed and a master miller was consulted, who then had to put his
signature under the investigation protocol.27 The Navy could not solely relay on its own
competence, some kind of interaction with experts outside was needed.
This production facility was established outside the guild system but this did not mean that the
admiralty could act without the influence of the guild. The problem with millstone showed that the
admiralty, at least partly, still was in the hands of the guilds. Worn out mill stones could only be
ordered through merchants in the town. The millstones, named as Rhein stones was ordered from
Amsterdam and was preceded by letters sent between merchants in Karlskrona and Amsterdam.
The navy needed access to a network of merchants to complete the deal. When the stone arrived to
Karlskrona it had to be handled over to a guild for the preparation of the stone, and it was the crafts
men that installed the stone in the mill. One example shows that a millstone arrived in the autumn at
the 12th of October, the navy representative asked when it could be prepared and delivered to the
mill. The answer from the crafts man vas vague and he mentioned: sometimes in spring when the
ice was gone.28 Maybe this was en ordinary discussion between two representatives, but the
situation could also be understood as a way for the crafts men to signal the position of the craftsman
and the guild he belonged to.
Another problem that appeared now and then originated when it was time to shift between tenants.
Every time this situation were at hand a careful investigation protocol had to be set up. Often this
caused disputes about what to repair and who should pay. When the complaints directed towards
the admiralty were legitimate the problem was how to finance investments or bigger repairs. In
these cases the admiralty had to get money through the ordinary system, which could involve a
decision in the parliament, or to be financed through the Navy budget.29 In both cases this took its
time and the mill could stand still or only be partly used.
Finally, repeated examinations of the dam showed some severe problems. The spring flood caused
damages and there were problem how to properly regulate the amount of water that should pass in
to the millstones. Sometimes there were too much water in the mill and the stones stopped
working.30
To summarise, this investigation of the crown mill, it seems as the six stones in the mill never
worked properly together at the same time. Mill technique was an old technique and big mills
stones connected in series are known since ancient time. Still though it seems as trial and error was
mainly used when the mill was constructed, to a lesser extent it was the use of a general knowledge
implemented in a specific case. There were more of craft than a work of scientific logic in a modern
sense. And there seems to have been structural problems involved that was hard to overcome in this
case. Financing through the state system, as it worked at that time, was one example. Private
entrepreneurs were partly inside and partly outside a very regulated system, this was hardly a
flexible system. Another question is if the entrepreneurs had the knowledge and the skill for such
large-scale project. Then the influence on the process that came from crafts man and the guilds,
which stood in the way for a more efficient handling of the mill.
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The bakery seems to have worked in a better way but the manufacturing of meal was another issue.
In the later case, during the time investigated here, the Navy never did get a complete control over
the production. A related topic was the logistic problem with long transports. The raw material, the
grain, was mainly produced outside the nearby area.
3.2 Production of liquor
During the 18th century the Swedish state encouraged cultivation of hops in the area. In the next
century barley became the common crop. Then at the end of the 19th century and in the 20th
century potatoes was favoured by the farmers. All those crops are related to production of alcohol
and they were of interest for the Navy. In the 17th century the home production of ”dricka” that the
burghers in Karlskrona delivered to the fleet was calculated in cans and barrel.31 The units of
measurement used at the time, indicates a limited production and there were many small producers
involved.
A map from 1778 show us a crown brewery in Karlskrona, established just opposite the canal that
separated the brewery from the naval bakery, in something that looks like a early modern industry
block. A drawing of the brewery from 1779 indicates what had taken place when small-scale home
owned breweries became large-scale production controlled by the navy. The drawing shows a plant
with 8 brewing pans and 12 pans for the rest product draff (”drank”) that was used by farmers for
feeding cattle. The exact figures of production for this plant is not available but if we compare this
plant with a similar but smaller unit from 1777, based on the same type of drawing, where we have
figures, than an estimation could be done. The calculation from the 1977 plant is based on a
production on grain. It was estimated that in home production it was possible to produce 12 cans
from one 1 barrel of grain. The larger unit in Karlshamn 1977 had the possibility to produce 18 cans
out of the same amount of grain.32 It is likely that the plant in Karlskrona used the same raw
material, although we are coming closer to the point where potatoes took over. A rough estimation
should be that the unit in Karlskrona could produce 427 000 litre of liquor a year and that it needed
9 000 barrels of grain for the production.
In the year 1749 there were 4056 person registered as brewers in the county Blekinge, the county in
which the naval base was situated. In the 1790s potatoes was mentioned by the authority as
common in the county. The use of potatoes as the base for production of liquor increased over the
years and 1850 it was estimated that 18 000 barrels of grain and 160 000 barrels of potatoes was
used for production in 1 065 liquor pans. Between the year 1829 to 1900 the number of breweries
decreased but at the same time the production in litre increased. The year 1900 there were 13
breweries on farms or co-operative breweries. Together those units produced 4 million litre of
liquor. During the 19th century Blekinge, due its small size, become one of the largest producers of
liquor in Sweden. By 1900 it was the second largest producer is Sweden, only the county
Kristianstad next to Blekinge had a larger production and it was the biggest producer in Sweden.33
(In 2008 the last state owned brewery, ”crown brewery”, Nöbbelöv in the county Kristianstad, that
produced Absolut vodka, was sold to the French company Pernod Picard).
It was the western part of the county that took the lead in this development. This production
affected other industrial areas, the mechanical industry related to handling potatoes and brewing
31
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expanded, the harbours expanded and shipping companies could profit on this development. The
commercialisation of farming in the western parts came to be heavily connected to the production
of liquor. A home industry was established and developed in to large-scale industrial production. In
a five year report from the county governor, the year 1827-1832, concluded that production of
liquor had been so deeply involved in farming in the county that it had became the main goal for
farming.34 Later on in the 20th century potatoes became the base for the starch industry in the area,
an industry with considerable importance for the industrial development in Blekinge county. The
area just outside Karlskrona in the eastern part had other advantages from their location close to the
naval base. In this area the dairy industry had a stronger hold than in the western part.35

4. The naval city, shipyard, technique and large-scale production
There are lots of drawings produced at the shipyard in Karlskrona, left at the Swedish War Archive.
Drawings that mainly have something to tell about early modern thinking on technique and
production. Drawings that include measurements, the use of standards and scale could be
interpreted as a step away from traditional craft towards a systematic more scientific behaviour. The
shift towards a common use of drawings at English ship yards could be dated to 1586, according to
David Mc Gee. Experiences from different areas was systematised and transformed to drawings.
The driving force behind this development were the huge costs involved in building of war ships,
which also meant huge risks of failure and loss of money. On the drawing board it became possible
to make experiments, to calculate costs and to deal with constructions of a higher complexity, at
least to a much higher degree then earlier.36 The drawings from the shipyard bear witness of this
process. The crown mill is an excellent example, and there are other examples often related to the
main problem in Karlskrona, which was water. Many drawings are related to water, water on the
wrong place, to much water, or bad water.
An obvious example of the use of planning and experiment developed inside the shipyard is the
baking process. The sources from the bakery reveals how tests of different mix of meal are
accomplished and how to make the must out of a given amount of meal is valued. Those
experience, tests and evaluations are then transformed in to instructions. Everything carful written
down in records.37
Logistic was a problem that involved risk and the long distance trade needed to supply the navy was
a problematic area. Orders placed at merchants and entrepreneurs in different countries must be
precise as possible to avoid costly returns due to a defective delivery. The supply of wood was one
difficult area to control in this sense. Oak-wood was ordered in parts prepared to fit different use in
the construction of a ship and it could be ordered from different areas on the other side of the Baltic.
Big orders were for instance placed in ”Swedish Pomerania”. An order placed 1777 included 286
320 cubic foot, the order was followed by a detailed catalogue with templates (mall?) that described
each part that was ordered and in what numbers they were wanted. Standardisation and
systematisation was tools to control the risk involved and to avoid costly mistakes. Each part was
controlled when they arrived and stored at the shipyard in Karlskrona.38
Administration and the creation of system for control was a way of reduce the risk involved in
large-scale projects. The military ambitions, and first of al the creation of a fleet that could compete
on a European level was a risky project and the risks involved had to be controlled. Mistakes could
be costly. A Staff of skilled workers, engineers and administrators was involved in this process.
34
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Technical products, inventions, administration routines and systematising skills were produced. The
knowledge involved in this process was of a kind that could be spread in to different areas outside
the immediate use at the shipyard. The shipyard and the naval city was in this sense a node for
technical knowledge and invention that could be used in new large-scale production.
The development investigated involved both state and private involvement. I allow my self to,
again, use an anachronistic concept. The development could be described as dealing with privatepublic-partnership (PPP). The states that took the lead in maritime war fare during the 17th and 18th
century was not the old maritime nations in the Mediterranean it was the states that at the time was
able to developed a strong state power that was successful.39 It was more of the capability to collect
taxes and customs, to organise large-scale production and to transform this to resources that could
be used by the Navy without too much turmoil in the society, more than a question of maritime
experience. Behind the technicians, engineers and entrepreneurs stood institutions with a long-term
commitment and with goals fare beyond the immediately need of bread and liquor.
This investigation has revealed something that could be understood as a pattern that connect the
Swedish military past, naval demands, and a modern industrial landscape in the area investigated.
But a sequence of events that follow each other does not mean that we have clear evidence of cause
and effect, although the chain of circumstantial evidence is strong. Further research is needed, one
questions worth investigating is path-dependency and to what extents this could explain the
connection between the military past and modern industrial patterns. Another question of interest is
the meaning of institutionalisation both in more formal and informal ways for this development.
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